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Writing comprehension Weather Forecast

Lis ce que dit la prÃ©sentatrice mÃ©tÃ©o, et dessine une flÃ¨che entre chaque symbole mÃ©tÃ©o utilisÃ© et la zone en question. Today, it's cold in Ireland (the. 
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Lis ce que dit la présentatrice météo, et dessine une flèche entre chaque symbole météo utilisé et la zone en question.



Today, it’s cold in Ireland (the sun is shining in Dublin!), but it’s freezing in Great-Britain. It isn’t snowing in Scotland, but it’s very foggy. Except in Edinburgh : it’s very sunny. It’s a bit sunny and cloudy in Cardiff, but it’s not windy. It’s raining but a bit sunny in London. To finish, it’s foggy in Belfast too. Have a nice day!
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Today, it’s cold in Ireland (the sun is shining in Dublin!), but it’s freezing in Great-Britain. It isn’t snowing in Scotland, but it’s very foggy. Except in Edinburgh : it’s very sunny. It’s a bit sunny and cloudy in Cardiff, but it’s not windy. It’s raining but a bit sunny in London. To finish, it’s foggy in Belfast too. Have a nice day!
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